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First I want to say to all you 
new readrr^ t^.^t.?. nope. this is
sue lives up to your expectations 
though I doubt it, after these 
glowing comments Bob T u o k e r 
handed, out (Thanks a lot Bob). 
This issue is my first experien
ce with a mimeo, and it takes a 
little while to catch on, notice 
the difference between some of 
the pages. Just bare with me 
ever$hing will be hokay ne x t 
issue.

The drawing on page 5 is by . • ,a 
new Oakland artist, Bob Thorsen. 
I want to apologize to him for
the mess I made stenciling it.

i^inalIt really was a good or 
but when it was printed.

>

Next issue will see an ehtire 
revision in policy of THE COMET, 
it will revert back to its form
er 24 pages, will have more art 
and fancy titlings, there ■ will 
be standerd headings for the 
cover and regular departments. 
The policy will be as loose as 
possible, there are no testric— 
tions on type, just so it’s in
teresting, there may be a long 
story (as this issue) or none at 
all, perhaps a lot of poetry, or 
none at all, and so on. So send 
in what you have, it will proba
bly fit the policy of THE COMET'. 
Especially I would like a column 
of news like Spaceway's Stardust, 
but maybe I'm asking too much???

By the way, if your one of those 
kind of fans that never read fan 
fiction, I'm telling you you're 
missing something if you don't 
read HORROR'S CELLAR, it% defin
itely proish, and packs a real 
punch at the end! Most articles 
were crowded out of this issue, 
due to the lenght of HC..,

I d like to have special comm ents 
on tae departments we have this 
time, which should we continue, 
wich should he dropped?

Say, there's something some of 
you fellows are missing if you 
haven't seen 3NIDE, put out by 
Damon Knight, 303 Columbia St., 
Hood River, Oregon. It's only 
a dime and really swell for a 
hectoed pub. Also don't forget 
our companion, MERCURY, a nickle 
from J.J. Fortier, 1836 - 39 th 
Ave., Oakland, Calif. And of 
course DAWN, and that which i s 
advertised on the back cover.. . . 
(above, official plug deparment)

Thanks to Walt Daugherty for 
stenciling the back cover, and 
also for his offer to stencil 
anything I wanted. Again Thanx.

So far not many nickles have 
come for the photo extra, but 
I guess I'll mail 'em to every
body this time, you can send me 
the nickle if you want, and I 
hope you want to, 'cause .hem 
photos cost dough.

On hand for next, or future is
sues are two fine articles by 
Harry Warner,'Jr., one, Samplers 
will probably appear next issue, 
then there's a piece of poetry, 
" MAN OR HELL " by Bill Ham- 
ling, and you know how Hamling 
can write poetry. Also a Reit- 
rof story, Correction on Avery's 
Article, and more besides the 
regular departments. And DAMON 
KNIGHT CARTOONS! Watch!!

A couple of questions: First, 
what cjldr of ink do you prefer, 
red or black, or both? Second, 
do you like the pages in two 
columns, or across the page??

I don't think I said it before, 
but THE COMET will be only to 
glad to exchange with other fan- 
mags, and also ads.

THa COMET will be out the second 
^turday of every other month.;’ 
On time! "T■■•a?a ;
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The loud, raucous janglink of 
the telephone's bell roused me ivom 
a-dreamless slumber, slowly drag
ging me out of the deep pit of oib- 
livion and up into the ecjually dark 
state of awareness—for it was past 
midnight, a glance at the luminous 
dial on my wrist watch assured me.

\ ...
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Rent-ally cursing the foci who would wake me at this time .3 nighty 
I groped about beneath i y bed for a moment, searching for m;. "vir 
slippers. Being unsuccessful, 1 snapped on the light at the : ead. ex 
my bed, and finally discovered them, under the chair where 1 had de
posited them a few hours previously. 1 put then: on, slinped into my 
night-robe—for it was a rather cool night—and. hastened to the rail
way of the room which 1 am pleased to call the "aarlor" of my small 
apartment.

Lifting the receiver, in the meantime laying myself odds that it 
would be a wrong number, I spoke into the mouthpiece. I was answered 
at once by the voice of a man whom I had not seen for years------ Sydney 
Jlorton!

He seemed excited about something—incoherent, even. He was talk
ing fast—so fast it was difficult to understand him, and I broke in
to his ramblings with an admonition of "Take your time, old man---- it 
can't be that urgent’."

He paused for a moment, and I could sense him gathering, himself 
together. When he began speaking again, it was in a low tone of 
voice, like that of a man who was struggling to keep from hysteria.

"’■illiams," he began, "you’ve got to help me!‘ God knows what I've 
started---- 1 don’t know what it is-----but whatever it is, you must come 
out here at once'. This is urgent---- don't you understand3-----urgent!! 
Hets dead—but he's crawling around down there!"

"Who's dead?" I asked, a little impatiently. I knew Lorton of 
old, and wasn't too suprised at this outburst. He had always been 
an excitable sort of chap, well meaning, but with a tendency to be
come overwrought at the least provocation. "iho's deaf?" I asked a- 
gain.

"It's he!" he shouted into my ear. "I've killed him—he's crawl
ing around down there—and every night he's coming closer! Closer, I 
tell you----closer! Tonight----- what if he-----?" his voice faltered. 
Somewhere nearby a car backfired. Despite myself, the muscles in the 
upper part of my arm twitched, jerking the receiver away from my ear 
for a moment. The line to the bell-box on the wall made funny sha
dows against the floor from the feeble radiation of the tiny hall
light.

suddenly i became aware that he was again sneaking, and ridiculed 
myself for letting his anxiety unnerve ne sc.

"Listen, Paul, 
may have. You've 
life and death, 
is. It's coming

lie rasped. "I—I don't know how much more time 
got to come out here and help me---it's a matter 
Get your car and hurry---you nay be too late as 

close-very, very close—"

I 
of 
it

"x've got everything written out here, 
it just before calling you. If you're late, 
thing, everything else is in order——"

I wrote it out 
it'll explain

and signed 
every-

"”hat the devil are you 
plain everything’----what's talking about?" I 

tuere to explain?
said. "What will 'en- 
j.re you sure you' re in
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your right mind?"

Rather brutal tactics. I’m sure, but they were the correct ones, I 
thought at the time. Knowing him as I diet, I was sure that tMs was 
merely a product of his imagination«--po3sibly even a night mare. And 
I didn't beleive bis reason had snapped, either-----if it had, it was 
unlikely he would spend time standing talking to me. Lfaybe he was 
just a little irrational at the moment, however-----

"Well, if you insist, I'll be right out." I snapped at lenght. 
"Whom do you want me to bring along—a doctor?"

His reply nearly deafened me. "No!" he screamed, with ’ hio every 
ounce of strenght. "No one—don't bring anyone. Mo one must know— 
if you're too late, a doctor won’t do any good, and if you get here 
in time you might be able to save me—to let me get away--"

/Z "No—I'm still here, Horten," he muttered. "But I know what I’ll 
i do! I'll go and break the door-------I’ll see what’s there! You
needn't drag yourself into this-----" his voice began to become very

, shrill-- "you stay out. I don't want you here—I began this and I'll 
t have to see it through! Just forget that I ever called you------ just 
I forget--it’s best you do—or else you might come out here and find—"

| There was a thud.

I stood looking dumbly at the 'phone, a little frightened. Either 
I Horton's reason had snapped completely, leaving him raving like a 
। wild beast-----or else something too horrible to think of was occuring. 
t I knew' then, for the first time, that no sane man could become so 
terrified by a mere nightmare of ever-excited imagination. That fi- 
'nal monologue of his had been too intense--too real—

j And what was the meaning of that thud? Had Horton dropped over un- 
conscious? Or had he gone to carry out his sudden wild resolve, 

| whatever it might have been, and—and what?

I X knew the house he lived in. An old,rambling structure set back 
। from the road by a good two hundred yards, and completely free fro m 
. all dwellings for possibly a quarter mile. Whatever was happening 
there was happening unseen by any intruding-eyeh^-that .. was . almost

I sure.

I'm not certain just how long I stood there. It might have 'been 
but a second or so; with these wild thoughts flashing through me, or 
again it might have been full minutes. From later discovery, it 
seems likely it was at least sixty seconds, and in all probability 
longer, until I heard—

It was another thud—or more than a thud—a crash. I know that a 
•crash over a telephone just simply isn't-----or at least it would seem

His voice had been rising in a steady crescendo of terror—and now 
lit suddenly broke off completely. There, was silence for an instant— 
I for a long instant, until I began jiggling the hook, beleiving myself 
tcut off from him. He must have heard me, for his voice came back o- 
^ver the wire, low, and with a violently suppressed emotion.
NOTICE: THIS PARAGRAPH WAS LEFT OUT FROE WHERE THE ARROW POINTS.............

JORRY. . . . -Editor..
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90 from, any ordinary person's experience. Take your own case-—nav 
you ever heard a noise over a 'phone that seemed anything more than a 
plop or thud in the background, like a small heavy object falling 
near at hand, no matter how loud you know it to be? But it was 0.11- 
Prcnt then.

The crash almost split my head asunder, it seemed. I no*? know tnat 
the mouthpiece of Horton's 'phone was at the time lying on the floor, 
and the boards undoubtedly carried the vibration exceptionally well. 
And when you consider what made the crash----

Yet it was the scream a tenth of a second later that was the worst.

It still haunts me in every waking hour, and often in the middle of 
my sleep I wake sweating at every pore, still hearing that terrible, 
Hell-spawned cry, ending in a sort of thraty gurgle.

A thousand thoughts flashed through my brain. The reason for this 
came clearly to me---- at least I thought so at the time. Horton had 
killed himself. His nerves, strained by something to the snapping 
point, had given nxty4 and he had dashed to get a gun. He hdd. prob
ably blown out his brains, with the muzzel of the lethal weapon close 
to the telephone. That accounted g.or the first crash—and his scream 
was explainable—his lust agony. Still, I could not be certain----and 
I hesitated to call the authorities immediately. The final thud 
would have been him falling to the floor—still, what was the signifi 
gance of those last words of his? Surely there must have been some
thing el«e—wometMuj; odd, something that was completely out of the 
ordinary.

Horton's last wish, futhermore, had been that I should not go out 
there. For one moment I was almost decided to replace the receiver 
on the hook, go back to bed, and forget the whole thing. I was sure 
there had been a tradgedy, and there was little reason for me to be
come involved in it. But even as 1 thought that, I knew I could not 
bring myself to do so—Horton had first wished me to go to his place, 
and that I would do—alone. "•

w it «■ «•

Half an hour later, my old Chewie was creaking along the dark and 
rough road out to Horton's place. The night seemed actually to hold 
some strange, alien menace in it; it beat down from all sides, seemed 
to close in upon me. Cnee I tried to lighten my spirit by humming a 
fragment of some tune—but at the third or fourth bar that awful last 
shriek of Norton's came back to me, and I caught my breath, shuddering. 
It seemed like a voice from the grave, beating in on me from all 
sides that last, horror filling, terror-ridden cry of anguish, torn 
loose from his very being by some wild horror.

Suddenly checking my thoughts, I found myself almost nast the 
tie lane which turned off the larger road and Jed un to the 
nouse. In another moment I had reached it ™ ®
friendly light cast by my headlerns S' • thG car
before, even and I felt 1 x. niCht appeared darkerthat Soodlng hoSot. e H°re that of menace in the air-

lit- 
old 
the 

than
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, Once I slammed on my emergency brake at what Z took for a body ly
ing, in the road a few feet ahead—and then cursed myself for my fool
ishness when I saw it was only an old tree trunk, evidently recently 
fallen. But lying there by the side of the little pathway it had 
given me a jolt; after that, my senses seemed a little clearer, a 
little sharper, and what I wont through a few moments later did not 
affect me so much as it might have otherwise. Why this was so I have 
no explanation to Gffer; some psychological quirk, no doubt, that 
helped to relieve my pent up emotion. Perhaps, up until that moment, 
I had been, subconciously, hoping for something to happen—something 
that would tell me something, something I could use to relieve my 
tension. It seemed to clear the atmosphere somewhat, like a flash of 
lightning clearing the static electricity between two clouds.

In another moment I was up to the very porch of Norton’s house. 
Lights blazed throughout---- the sight of them sent a little quiver of 
fear through me, for i.orton, in his natural senses, would have never 
left so many on at one time. It made me think more and more that ho 
must be either dead or unconscious. And yet, what had the reason 
been for that awful scream---- had it been his imagination, or----- some
thing else? And why had he not wished me not to. .come?' '■ It’ hardly 
seemed likely that he would have warned me to stay away if he actual
ly was mad---- a twisted mentality could hardly conceive such a notion. 
And yet, there was ever that damnable uncertain!ty-----and the most 
pressing uncertainity was the ever present question; was Lorton dead, 
unconscious, or-----what? Eight he be violently mad----- waiting in there 
to pounce upon me?

Locking the car, I walked up to the front door of the houde, up 
the creaking porch otepa. The windows made it shine like a light
house in the darkness. Trying the front door, I found it to be lock- 
ed--my ethics there might have been questioned, but in thetstate of 
mind I was ready to commit house breaking to determine what had hap
pened to Lorton. Rapping produced no response, the windows grinning 
back at me as if' with an unholy glee, and I picked my way cautiously 
to the back door.

I might make note of the fact that I.orton was, by profession, an 
author--or rather had been. for a goodly number cf years his output 
in various lines—mainly fiction—had been tremendous, and he had by 
this time practically retired on his savings. No one knew, hot even 
I, just how much he was worth. But estimates in the town ran high. 
His owned this old-house—its tax assessment was nearly nothing, due 
to its run-dorm state and distance from desirable property. His liv
ing expenses, since he stayed by himself, were a mere pittance. Be
sides, he still wrote at times, and it was likely that he was not 
forced to touch his savings, toy own opinion of the matter had always 
been that he had worked too hard in previous years-----and now he was 
paying for it, by his eccentricity.

I reached the back door safely enough. To my surprise I snwvit 
standing agape, the illumination from within shinning out and lighting 
the surrounding ground like daylight, so bright was it. First cal
ling out, I walked into the house and saw no one. On the floor lay 
the telephone, with its receiver off the hook.

There on the table sat Lorton's typewriter, and beside it several
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sheets of paper. He was nowhere to be seen---- but then I happened to 
glance at the cellar door. There was but one outlet to the cellar; 
.this door. T remembered that once, when I had spent a day with Lor
ton, he had mentioned the fact that he had never opened the door or 
went into the cellar. It was damp and dirty, he said; illy ventilated 
and he had no use for the basement anyway. There was ample space in 
the house for his belongings—and futhermore, there was a huge 
garret to the place, if he should ever need storage room.

Co the open door struct me as strangr. On a sudden impulse I went 
over to it, and looked down there. Rotting was to be seeny-there was 
no light.

But a searchlight lay on the floor near me.. What use Lorton could
have ever had for such a light was unknown to me, and still is; ne
vertheless, I made the most of my opportunity. Flashing it on, I 
cast the powerful beam of light into the dark abyss—and shrank back 
at what I saw, Lorton’s body!

From that distance, at the position I occupied, ten feet above, J 
could make out, by looking closely, the odd angle at which his head 
lay, and I knew him to be dead. The eyes in the "cornse shone out, it 
almost appeared, from the lighf of the search, with malevolence. But 
I also saw—

But that can wait.

Sickly i closed the door, to shut off the awful sight. A sudd^
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night like sone haunted thing, and gotten it. Either in' the darlmess 
he took a hevier mace than he thought, or the door was more Trail 
than he beleived. At any rate, he had crashed into the door, with 
the log like a battering ram, with every ounce of his strenght. It 
had given way----and he had plunged headlong down the steps and broken 
on the bottom of the hard cellar floor.

A guilty conscience.

But it does not explain why I burned the house to the ground.

* *

Down there in the cellar there was dust—dust, dying like a smooth* 
brown carpet on the ground. Dust that hadn't been disturbed, save in 
a few places, for years. Dust that lay thick except where Lcrtcn lay 
in it; except on the steps, and except in a few other places--where 
the log had struck the ground, and here and there. But there was no 
refuting the evidence that dust rutely gave. The places it was dis
turbed brought forth their testimony. The tale became known to me in 
full.

In the last look with 
there, too. Gr rather, 
top of the staire.

the searchlight I saw something, else down 
it wasn't down there at all-----it was at the

As I have said, there is not the slightest chance of refuting the 
evidence the dust gave out. The marks on the steps, -uite distinct 
from the bare spots where Lorton's tumbling body had bounced; the 
bareness of the ground at certain places hear the bottom of the 
stairs. It all spoke of the truth.

1'or Lorton, you see, hadn't broken his neck from losing his bal
ance because the log was sturdier than he'd supposed, or because the 
door was weaker than ne'd thought. He had broken it by tripping—— 
tripping and falling.

And what he had tripped over was what made me rush out to mw car, 
drain all but a little of the gasoline out of the tank, and pouf it 
carefully over the kitchen floor. The t?iing he had iripped over made 
me drop a match in the ->iie of papers under the sink; stand there un
til it was a blazing inferno no man could stay near and live, and 
then go home, somehow quite calmly and collectedly.

The mace bunted to the ground that night from an undetermined 
source, the papers said. The police were puzzled .at the finding of 
two c.arred skeletons in the place of one. Cne they --mew to be i-or- 
ton. never did they learn the identity of the secondAs_ to whom the 
frame-work of the body had belonged in life.

And I was thankful for that.

Thankful because of that last thing X had seen back t’-ere___ that 
ultimate.

As I said, 1'orton did not die in any manner other than tripping* 
The thing over which he had tripped was the awful, grinning, nuttre
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tAFFLIM® VE&§ffttUn9SS
I am not going to quote Mr. Sou- this man, whose name I am not at 
sa word-for-word, but give the ,7 liberty to tell, SAID HE WOULD 
gist of what he has told me and RUN AUTOMOBILE WITHOUT GAO — 
what I have found in factual re- / OH WATER WITH THE UOE OF ‘ ONE OF 
cords. This case may seem abso- / RIS PILLS.'!! 
lutely with-out reason, and. im-
possible, but I can assure you Now anyone knows that the Secre
that if there were a man connec- / tary of War is not accostumed to 
ted who had the !JgutsH to say making interviews with inventors 
what he knew, we, as a nation, who promise such things as this, 
would be completely dumbfounded. and the one-before-last would 
Each issue I expect to bring you I not have done so excepting the 
another in this amazing series p fact that the inventor OFFERED 
and herewith I present the firsts RIS LIFE IF THE DISCOVERY DID

* » ■» if it » # n N0T rzcaK>
iir. Sousa is quite a learned
a man who has traveled, a man r\ hour later, Er. Sousa witnes- - 
who knows what life is, who knows ay ae^ the man go into the garage, 
life as it really is -- stripped// completely unclad, with one Dill 
of the outer clothing a life in his hand. The Department Of- 
that is corrupt, evil,and en- / flcials had prepared the car 
tirely baffling. Mr. oousa has / with a tank of water and nothing 
been through many :occupations / ei3e ±n the garage! Our friend 
and is now connceted at the head / proceeded to walk calmly to the 
of Radio Center. He has served car, drop the pill in, step in., 
as a magician for 12 years and / ..RACE THE CAR OUT OF THE GARAGE
is now president of The Interna- AND DRIVE OFF, AROUND THE BLCCE, 
tional Magician s Society of fi AND BACK INTC THE GARAGE. After 
America. He knows every trick A- this the Secretary invited the 
of the trade and has told me // inventor to see him the first 
some. But that will come later thing next morning to draw up 
on. I have a story that is ast- papers and to bring the formula, 
ounding in scope, factual evi- •'
uense contained, and in its very The inventor (now this seems 
baseness of monopoly seekers. like some serial plot) insisted 

While traveling over Europe for 
the first time, he became re
acquainted with an old school
mate. He-was on his way, as was 
Mr. Sousa, to America for the 
first time. He had a tremendous 
invention that actually sounded 
like some science-fiction dream. 
It seemed like sheer fantasy, 
and had the appearence of some 
city slicker’s scheme. But this 
was a scheme that was true, a 
plan to be presented to the Un
ited States War Department.

This man appeared with Er. Sousa 
us a guest at the secretary of 
War’s request after hearing from 
hl®. Believe-it-or-not, to 
quote an oft-used expression, 

(continued on

he had noticed a man followin g ' 
him ever since his feet first 
hit the' soil of the free country.

At any rate the inventor went to 
his hotel, with a goverment of
ficial "on his tail" , who waited 
in the lobby all night, and went 
up to his room. The next morn
ing, after receiving no word, 
the Secretary informed the "tall 
er" to go up and discover what 
was- the trouble. The room was 
ransacked...the formula was mis
sing, or could not be found..and 
the inventor was lying in a pool 
of blood, blood that had gushed 
from his own slashed throat!

if
Is this the clue that gave writ
ers, joke makers, the hint for 

page 19)
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After spending a lot of tine in
vestigating in the library of the 
University of New Lexico, I have 
uneart?ied quite a few. articles 
dealing directly or indirectly 
with fantasy and science -fiction 
in magazines in whiob- you would 
not usally expect to find them. 
The ■ following are reviews of 'a 
few of them.

SCIENTIFIC NOVELC -- Saturday Re
view of Literature July 24, 1?37. 
This appeared as a regular denart 
r ent written by Amy Loves an. In 
this issue,she answered, someon e 
who had asked her for a. list of 
scientific novels. In doing so', 
she mentioned: ARROW2I;.ITH, TH3 
UNDAUNTED, THE SEARCH, Leonov’s 
3mTjJREV31IY, and books of Jells 
and Verne. She also discussed 
SUGAR IN THS aLR, THE LOOT WORLD, 
Land under England, ths .bcolute 
at LARGE, BRAVE NEU JCBLD, and 
FR/^iy.RNDTEin.

..'HAT'3 THE UCRLD CUi.ING TC? Fle
tcher Iratt Saturday Review of 
Literature Anril 2, ICRS.

In this article, I'r. Pratt, who 
is well known to most fans, dis
cusses the various nlots used by 
writers of fantasy. He charact
erizes './HEN THE SLEEPER A.L.L30 as 
"the ancestor of' that family of 
future stories Which now gives 
birth to four American nulp mag
azines a month".

He considers the invasion from 
i.ars, the mad scientist trying to 
subjugate the world, and the time 
machine as merely ideas for stor
ies and nothing more, He mentions 
that writers of this form of fic

tion, especially- those who write 
for magazines,must- be up on their 
details if they do hot wish to 
hear from indignant readers. It 
is his beleif that mhst pulp 
writers beleive that
barbarism will be the out
come of the next (this) war.

Ke goes cn. to discuaa the other 
■ideas used by writers of 'fantasy 
and mentions many stories that 
have anpenr.ed in Ctf mags. He 
mentions the idea used in THE 
STOLEN 3ZY3CRAPER as one recomen 
<led to young writers who find it 
hard to find an original plot. 
He beleives that R.U.R. is sec
ond only to .T-L.CK 'TEE 3_jEBPER A- 
’/ ALES•

THE UTOPIAN HOVEL LN AL-ERICA - 
Robert L. Shurter South Atlantic 
Quarterly - April 1C35. '

Ur., Dhurter beleives that this 
type of fiction records popular 
discontent. According to his 
views, this type of novel appear 
ed in America after the disap- 
pearehce of the frontier as a 
saftey-valve fbr the discontent
ed, which was followed by the 
enroachrannt of industrialism on 
persdnel liberty. He believes 
•that there are two schools of 
Utopian writings, that of George, 
Howells and Bellamy, who appeal 
to the educated and literary 
class; and that of Donnelley, 
Chavannes and Schindler, who's 
reforms are secondary to fantas
tic adventure. These conditions 
did not exist in England, and 
according to i r. Dnurter, it diet 
not produce many of this type

(oon't on pare Ifij
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-as translated by Jim Tillman- 

"Xn './inter when the fields are white, 
I sing a song x’or your delight."

Once, long ago, nan was much greater than he .now is. He was almost 
Godlike in his knowledge, and could control many of the nowers of nat
ure. But that was long ago. There io an ancient ledgend telling of 
these powers and how the race of men lost them.

"I sent a message to the fish.
I tld them, 'This is what I wish'."

In his greatness men thought themselves the only beings on earth gift
ed with intelligence. But they were not, for in the depths of the 
ocean dwelt a race of creatures, fishlike, but not exactly fish, al
most, but not quite equalling men in wisdom. And, it io told, that 
these fishmen emerged from their watery home, and came to the surface 
of the earth. The men who dwelt thereon were amazed-, and frightened, 
and sought to limit the advance of the sea things. The council which 
ruled the world-----for in that time men were united----- a message to the 
fishmen, saying tha£ they must stay witiiin certain restricted areas.

"The little fishes answer was,
">7e cannot do it, Sir, because-—-----

The creatures from the ocean depths refused to abide within the area 
designated by the council, and expressed their intention to occupy 
certain much more desirable lands.

"I sent tc then arrain to say, 
'It will be better to obey!'"

And again sent their terms to the fishne n saying that although men no 
longer fought with men, they had not lost the secrete of their weapons.

"The fishes answered with a grin, 
'Why what a temper you .are in'."

The sea things remained firm in their plans.

"I told them once, I told them twice. 
They would not listen to advice."

There was a further exchange of notes, hut no progress was made. Han 
defused to give up any of his land, and the fish things refused to 
stay within the areas desired by the council.

A commission of scientists was appointed, and agerm culture -- what
ever that may be - was prepared which would be deadly to the fisnmen.

"I took a kettle large and new, 
^it for the deed I had to do.

A huge container 
°ut the greatest

was reared, t» °
city of the fisnmen.

the culture to wipe

. It b.. i > ^ent thump*
I II ill mint linn।
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It did, however, produce Villian 
horris's socialistic A DREAIi OF 
JOHN RAT J. (1388) and NEWS FROM 
NOWHERE. It is his opinion that 
the ideas expressed by the Amer
ican writers could not be traced 
to the European reformers, such 
as Marx. He also thinks that all 
other Sooricah. writers de-? their 
ideas from Bellamy and mentions 
Bellamy clubs still exist.

He goes on to discuss various me
ans of economic and social reform 
used by authors. He states that 
today only Bellamy and Howard re
main known and that the novel is 
significant only when it is stud
ied in conjunction with American 
economic history.

^THE DEVIL IS NOT DEAD - Basil Da
venport Saterday Review of Liter
ature - February 15, 1036

According to I£r. Davenport, mod
ern stories of the supernatural

I GENT A MESSAGE TO A FISH (con't)
The container was filled, and preparations were made to tr 
to a position over the depths on which lay 
things, and there to lower it into it's depths.

THE COMET

are far superior to those of the 
last century. He mentions that 
ghosts are more important in Nor-, 
them Europe than in Southern Eu
rope (the reason possibly being 
the climate and atmosphere), and 
so it did not appear in English 
Literature until the end of the 
Eighteenth Century (altho Shakes
peare used it much earlier). He 
believes that in the novel, it 
should be used for "purely person 
al fear of what might happen if 
ones door were to open □lowly.M 
He discusses DRACULA,and the ter
ror of Dr. E.R. James’s CCUKT MA
NGUS. This is followed by a dis
cussion of the gothic novelists 
and Poe and the flaws in FRANKEN
STEIN. He states that " F<,he ter
rors of mind and soul are far 
worse than anything physical ", 
and believes that Poe was on the 
right track in his TELL TALE 
HEART, and also Bluclrwood in some 
of his tales.
This is a very excellent article 
and I recommend it to all fans.

anoport 'it
the metropolis of the sea

"But someone came to me and said, 
'The little fishes are in bed'."

But news was brought to the World Council that the fishmen had covered 
their city with a huge dome, so that the culture could not penetrate.

"I took a corkscrew from the shelf. 
I went to wake them up.myself."

An expedition was outfited to pierce the dome, so the deadly culture 
could be used. A huge submarine was outfited with a giant drill, and 
sent into the ocean.

"and when I found the door was locked, 
I pushed and pulled and kicked and knocked."

But the cover was strong and resisted the efforts of the surface men to 
penetrate it.

"And when I found the door was shut,
I tried to turn the handle,, bet--------"

At lenght a huge door was found on the side of the dome, and the ex
pedition attempted to open it,-------

"There was a long pause.
“ts that all?' Alice timidly asked.
'That's all.' said Humpty Dumpty. 'Good Bye.'

------ THE END------
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. Oiieario Chum,
I don ’ t know whether 1 ought 

to write you or not. In fact, I 
am seriously debating refusing 
to comment and rate the material 
in the latest issue of THIS COLET, 
Wanna know why? I'll tell you! 
You know how I love publicity 
don't you? Oh! the joy of see
ing one's name splashed around 
in vivid,ink! And damnit, NOT 
ONCE IN THE LATEST COMET DC YOU 
EVEN MENTION MY NAMS!

Except for about 36 times.
People might get the idea 

that not only am I Jim Tillman, 
but' ,1 an Tore ./right too, putting 
out COMET to bolster my ego.

In a way, I am rather sorry 
to see you get a mimeo. For COM
ET (with this issue) is one of 
the few superb hecto mags left, 
and if you go mimeo, into a 
field where there are five thou
sand mimeo mags, how can you 
stand out? This issue of COMET 
is one of the most---- and perhaps 
nV copy was the i.ost---- beauti
ful and extremely legible hect o 
mags ever! I actually prefer 
COMET done as this second issue 
was done, to any miraeo efforts 
you can turn out!

■. ((Ratings followed))
You can easily see that 

issue is ace high! In your 
ond issue you have hit a
seldom made by old and establish 
ed mags -with months and months 
behind them!

((Gosh! Thanks a lot!- ed))
I choose Enight's as the best 

in the issue: being the wittiest, 
Avery next with an interesting 
item in an interesting style! 
The;contents page rates the same 
high ds being about the neatest, 
and eye-catchingest I have ever 
got caught on! Keep it that way!

"Revelation Actuary" both 
pleases and displeases. He (or 
"it") sounds like Fortier and 
Wright to me; and is obviously

this 
sec-

wet on some statements: I have 
met Cssie Train. Or X.think I 
did.

I note ..that some liked Hoy 
Pickup 3tiz.' item, and some did
n't. Jell, I want neither blame 
nor credit for it, for I am one 
who didn’t. like it. ..’lit thou 
be kincl enough to make it clear 
in the next issue that I did not 
write that piece. Thanx.
((Is this clear enough? -ed))

And have the chap answer one 
question. I an breathless to 
know: Just waht name foes Bob
Tucker write under for the pros? 
And don't tell me that "Actuary" 
is going to pull that old wheeze 
that the Campbell who appeared 
in ASTOUNDING up to 1936 is the 
brother of John J. Jr. !

On top of everything; ten 
plus ten for the photo of Knight!

Bob (Tucker)

Dear Tom
Just a note regarding THE COM

ET. Sorry, didn't care for the 
coven. Contents page; Swell, 
well balanced and the sticker 
idea;is super. Editorial; well 
rounded chat- of pleasing brief
ness. The Discerning Eye Illus
tration; not:so hot. Story; big 
words don't fit this type of sto
ry. Tail piece 'drawing of test
tube; fine. Necessitated Return 
is all around clissappointing in
cluding illustrations. Avery 
article; interesting, well spac
ed and well written. 4sj.; O.K. 
Autobiography; marvelous, best 
idea- regarding fans that .I've 
run onto. Keep it up WITH THE 
PICTURES. Rebirth Retold; good 
piece of work. Slanted toward 
the newcomers to fandom, there
fore appreciated by me especial
ly. Most letter departments 
have a high mark to head for as 
set by 4s j and Lore jo since 
their revisions in the new copy 
but yours is up in the running.
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Hoy Ping Pong; Just the amount 
of humor needed, to set up mag. 
Anybody Got A Rope — Quick?; 
something to think about. Holi
day Fa&c . 1? evidently a space 
filler-. Too bad about the back 
covex' but I can tell from the 
set up that it's a good job in 
the original. 1 am really look
ing forward to your work on a 
stencil, results are so much 
better so three cheers for the 
next stenciled issue.

Incidently yours is the first 
fan-mag 11ve read thoroughly 
from cover to cover.

I thought Damon Knight’s Auto
biography most interesting and 
vote for more of the same. Some 
of those knight drawings wouU do 
you good too. ((Cartoons coming 
up next issue by Knight)) The 
rest of the features were all 
passable and the mechanical work 
excellent. Now let’s see what 
you can do with a mimeo. Count 
on me as a subscriber to DAWN...

RD Swisher

Dear Tom:
I rccievcd THE COMET yesterday 

and 1 would like to congratulate 
you on the splendid job you have 
done. It is rarely that a hekto-

Your pal,
Walt (Daugherty)

Dear Tom-
10^ for COMET #3

I enjoyed Avery's article, and 
here are some additions. Gerns- 
back held an earlier cover con
test in Amazing, December 1926. 
John Pierce (who may or may not 
be the cover contest winner) had 
stories in Wonder June 1934 and 
Astounding, March 1936, and sev
eral letters. Victor Endersby 
has had six stories in Wonder , 
Amazing, and Astounding, from 
1929 to 1936, as well as numer
ous letters. Arthur G. Strang- 
land (no "r") had twelve stories 
in Wonder from 1929 to 1933.

((Editor’s note: Avery evi
dently made a bad slip when he 
wrote this article,so next issue 
there will be a page article cor
recting all the mistakes.))

THE COMET

graphed magazine reaches the 
standard that you have attained.

Especially do I congratul ate 
you on your splendid art work 
throughout the book. I suggest 
that you submit a few drawings 
to STARDUST, maybe something can 
be done.

I have a suggestion to make 
about THE COMET. A suggestion 
that has never been tried be
fore. Why not mimeograph the 
magazine, and hektograph the art 
work? This way you cuuld have 
a neat, legible, and distinctive 
magazine, with colored art work 
thrown in. I believe ith worth 
a trus.1 anyway. What say?

((Maybe later when things get 
to rollin' smoothly.))

Tucker, as usual, stole the 
issue, both with his Pre-Vue, 
and Rope Trick. The fiction was 
below par, but fair reading any
way. Reinsberg’s article was 
good, except that he made it a 
little one sided — a little too 
much..

Ackerman was, as usual, mast
erly. Avery was passing. Knight 
was interesting. The cover (s), 
and interiors,wore exceptional,. 
I like your idea of adding little 
scenes after articles, etc, It 
adds spice and variety.

Thanks for the nice write up 
you gave me. And, before I for
get it, you may use THE HORROR 
HE DIDN'T SEE for DAWN, if you 
so desire. When will the mag 
appear? ((This summer -ed))

I believe you ought to make 
THE COMET a monthly. It is 
fairly easy with a mimeo or hek- 
to job. We need a regular mag 
from the coast. Any chance?

((Anybody want a monthly???))
If there is anything I can do 

foi’ you in the line of literary 
work, let me know; and write 
doon.

With kindest regards I am
Yours sincerly.
Bill (Hamling)

Deal’ Tom
Your makeup and legibility on 

second issue of COMET is aces 
high. I can't remember any fan
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nag in ft? day Indi reached such 
a height in its second issue.

Have only one complaint to 
make. Be sure that the articles 
you print are currant before you 
stencil them. Have somebody in 
the fan field about whom you- are 
sure knows his stuff to proof
read all your articles. I’d be 
glad to help you myself or so 
would any active old time fan.

Now take Avery’s article. 
Altho’ Avery is a vdry nice chap 
he doesn’t know his 3TF history. 
He only guesses at it as most of 
the new fans today do. For in
stance Gernsback’s first contest 
was in Dec- 1926 in Amazing. It 
was a cover contest such as in 
Nov. '29 Wonder. The Sept. '28 
Amazing had a slogan contest - a 
3YF emblem contest. The first 
W. Quarterlies ((guess it's 
quarterlies, can't make out the 
word)) had essay and plot con - 
test. Also -both Pierce and 
St*angland had stories publish®’ 
in 3TF mags after they were in 
that Nov. 1929 Ponder Contest.

Yours, 
Julius (Unger)

Dear Pal Tom, 
No tym to waste—in 

terrible haste. Trying frantic- 
ly to get Vom done for Sun (sten 
cil-cutting etc, that is, so 
whole can be mimeod. A little 
surprise fur U in this ish, in- 
cidently).

Passing on praise to 
U from Paul Freehafer & Morojo 
on your second OOKET - & I think 
if? swell! Happy over the heading 
in my mailman article & particly 
pleased with ' th6 Paid Page. & 
what a hecto job! & that pic of 
Damon! "Gosh! Wow! Boyohboy!" 
Tia a joy. Longer letter later.

Cordially , 
4e

Now for the poll results:
In first place at 9.2 we have 
the photo of Damon Knight! 2nd 
place, altho only a few voted 
for it is the Paid Page at 8.6.. 
•Third is Damon Knight’s Autobi
ography at 8.5....Fourth is Pong 
and his Pre-Vue of the Conven
tion at 8.4....Next the outside 

fenc’d cover at 3.2....Then at 7.7 
the letter section...Despite the 
mistake Avery rated at 7.6, which 
is not bad at all...Eighth is th e 
Contents Page at 7.3....ITlnth is 
A Revelation Actuary Speaks @7.
2. .. Then vre have a three way tie 
between Rebirth Retold, 'That 
Must the Mailman Think?!, . .a: i ,d 
the cover at an even 7....The 
Fiction Piece The Discerning Eye 
came in next at 6.6....Then the 
Editorial at 6,5...Hext Hessesi- 
tated Return at 6.3...At an even 
6 IM Anybody Got a Rope —Quick? 
...And way down in last place is 
the inside back cover at 4.5.... 
Thanks to all those that sent 
ratings in, but I want far more 
next time..... tom

baffling verisimilitudes 
(con’t from page 13) 

the "gasoline pill" stories? .Thy 
did it take ten years before 
this appeared in a national syn
dicate? Why have we never peard 
of it? Phy did not a big search 
start, as would have happened 
had a gasoline king been found 
with even a Cut finger? I won't 
drop beliefs held by myself and 
a hundred thousand more, but you 
can draw your own conclusions.

In closing, if this seems too 
fantastic, look over the confi
dential government records — if 
you can!

HORROR'S CELLAR (concluded) 
scent, two-weeks-dead coYpse of 
the man whom he had murdered------  
and it lay on the top step of the 
cellar stairs.

■"■The End*

FANFARE IS BACK*. After its first 
ill-fated attempt, it reappears 
with the financial backing of 
the entire STRANGER CLUB (14 
members, & more on the fire) so 
it's bound to go places! Second 
issue contains material by Avery, 
Chauvenet, Singleton, Bradbury, 
and detailed results on Widner's 
poll. Cover contest & other 
features. Send a dime for a Min
gle copy, or a quarter for three 
to: Francis Parc, 125 West 6th 
Street, South Boston, Lass.
Trades a material wanted........




